Generation 2 Round Adjustable Trim
By Juno
Call Us 877.445.4486

Product Options
Finish: White
Color Temperature: 2700, 3000
CRI: 90
Beam Spread: Flood, Narrow Flood

Details
2" adjustable trim
May be dimmed with compatible dimmable driver
Requires a 2.63" ceiling cutout for 2" aperture
Installs from below the ceiling
Choice of dedicated 120 volt driver or universal voltage driver
Lumens output is based on housing selection
Material: Aluminum
Trim Type: Gimbal
Energy Star Qualified
UL Listed Wet
Warranty: 5 Year Limited
Made In USA

Dimensions
Fixture: Height 4.12", Diameter 2"

Lighting
2700K Option: 11 Watt (1000 Lumens) 120 Volt Integrated LED: CRI: 90
Color Temp: 2700K
3000K Option: 11 Watt (1000 Lumens) 120 Volt Integrated LED: CRI: 90
Color Temp: 3000K

Additional Details
Rating: UL Listed Wet
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